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Story

Alarm, alarm! Nasty bacteria want to invade the body!

Don't panic, the body police are already on their way! Who are they? Little white blood cells that use all

kinds of tricks and skills to keep us healthy and protect us from disease. This exciting non-fiction book

shows how they do it, where they are everywhere and who helps them. With a lot of humor, it goes deep

under the skin and from the head to the intestines. Numerous flaps invite you to explore and discover. 

A must for all young and old with a thirst for knowledge and research.

Introduces children from 4 years of age to the body's defenses in a playful way

Awakens interest in biology through play and funny and witty pictures to look at again and again

Shows children physical processes in a fascinating and easy way
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Children are very interested in their bodies and want to know everything about them

Large flaps for playing, marveling and discovering that also train motor skills

Clearly illustrates interrelationships and offers many opportunities for conversation

Takes away the fear of viruses and bacteria and prevents body-related feelings of disgust

Factually based expert knowledge from physician Dr. med. Sybille Mottl-Link

Sibylle Mottl-Link

Dr. med. Sibylle Mottl-Link was born in 1971 and became popular as “Doctor with the Talking Hand”. In the

previous years she made a hundreds of kids on the Children’s Ward laughing with her cheeky puppet. It

help her explaining serious matters around health in such a funny way that her audience were aching with

laughter. Dr. Mottl-Link lives in Heidelberg with her family and her dog.

More titles by this author

Don't Be Afraid of the Little Stitch There’s Lots Going on Inside my Body!
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